
MENDING OBJECTS TO MEND
PEOPLE, PLANET & PROFIT

A keynote speech by the author of Broken: Mending & Repair in a Throwaway World (Ludion, 2023),
Katie Treggiden.

A grassroots repair movement is starting to affect the decisions made by increasingly large
companies and international lawmakers, and yet businesses are still reluctant to engage. ‘If we
offer, or even enable, repairs, won’t people buy fewer of our products?’ 

Actually, the opposite is true.

In this eye-opening talk, author of Broken: Mending and Repair in a Throwaway World (Ludion, 2023),
Katie Treggiden, will share the reasons that elongating, and perhaps even eliminating, the
replacement cycle is good for business, as well as people and the planet.

Answering the question, ‘In a world in which we no longer need to repair, why do we?’, Katie
explores mending’s social and cultural roles in, not only the restoration of function, but also
storytelling, healing, activism and regeneration. 

Building on the research she conducted at the University of Oxford, and her subsequent book on
the same subject, Katie explores the complex relationship we have with repair, the systemic as well
as personal barriers to mending, and how offering or enabling repairs to your products can
improve customer loyalty, create more profitable business models and build reputational resilience.

Creative organisations who want to make a
difference but aren’t sure where to start
Any company with a product that breaks or
degrades at some point in its lifecycle (as
well as the service providers advising them)
Companies who want to improve staff
engagement, retention and recruitment by
demonstrating their commitment to
environmental responsibility 
Companies who want to foster creativity,
collaboration and innovation
Organisations who want a stellar reputation
for environmental and social responsibility

WHO NEEDS THIS KEYNOTE?
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MENDING OBJECTS TO MEND 
PEOPLE, PLANET & PROFIT

Cultivating Hope in the Face of the
Environmental Crisis – action-based training to
help team members move through feelings of
despair, reconnect with the natural world, and
take aligned action
Creative Sustainability Workshops for creative
and leadership teams – identify values, seek
inspiration and create roadmaps for change
Carbon Literacy Training – a Carbon Literacy
Project-certified workshop to help team
members understand and reduce carbon
footprints and why they matter

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVIT IES

They will understand the multiple roles that
mending and repair plays in people’s lives
They will learn about the ways in which fixing
something changes relationships between its
mender, owner, and maker
They will feel inspired by the positive action
already happening and learn from creative
pioneers how small steps can make a big
difference
They will reconnect with a sense of defiant
hope and personal agency in the face of the
environmental crisis
They will leave feeling empowered to bring
about change within their own organisation

WHAT WILL THE AUDIENCE LEARN?

ABOUT KATIE TREGGIDEN
Founder and director of Making Design Circular, Katie Treggiden, speaks about defiant hope and its
role in tackling the environmental crisis to creative organisations who want to make a difference. 

She not only provides valuable insights into current trends, emerging talents, and innovative design
solutions, but most importantly takes complex topics and explores them in a way that inspires
hope. Why does that matter? 

Because hope is the precursor to change. Be warned, inviting Katie to speak to at your event may
result in outbreaks of hope, optimism and possibly even action on the environmental crisis. 

IN NUMBERS:

6 books
1 podcast
2 awards
2 degrees
22,052 Instagram
follows
23,349 X (twitter)
followers
20+ years’
experience 

NEED TO KNOW:

Travels from Cornwall,
(Southwest England)
English as a first language
Natural, empowering and
engaging speaking style
Covers UN SDGs 3, 12 &
13
Other speaking topics:
Cultivating Hope &
Waste: The Raw Material
of the Future
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